
Hillary Clinton In Full Panic Mode? Doesn’t Want Russia To Be Allowed Back In
The ‘New World Order’ [VIDEO]
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USA: Over the past several months, experts like Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. Peter McCullough, and
numerous others have discussed the massive wave of censorship and government overreach that
could lead to what some claim to be the “New World Order.” While once a term often saved for novels,
it has become synonymous with organizations like the World Economic Forum, where they openly
discuss a future with fewer humans and where humanity and machines are integrated as one. While
some might dismiss the New World Order theory, Hillary Clinton recently spoke on Meet The Press
where she advised to not let Russia back into what host Chuck Todd called the “New World Order.”

In the video below, Hillary expressed her concerns surrounding Russia and Ukraine, stating, “I really
agree with both what Secretary Blinken said that we’ve got to continue to keep the pressure on Putin
and the Russian troops. We cannot in any way pause our efforts to support the Ukrainians. And I agree
with Masha that we have to double down. There is more that can be done to increase pressure and
stress, additional sanctions, more in the way of lethal aid. And now that there has been a push back
thanks to the brave Ukrainian military offensive action, there is time to resupply the Ukrainians so that
they can continue to defend their country.”

After her comment, Todd asked, “You heard Secretary Blinken essentially say, look, sanctions relief
could happen. It all depends on the behavior of Russia. Can we really live in a world where Putin’s let
back into the new world order?”

Acting as if the term is normal in her daily conversation, Hillary didn’t appear confused. “Well, that’s not
what I heard him say. What I heard him say was that, really, we are going to support the Ukrainians,
the people and the Government of Ukraine, as they try to figure out what is the best way forward. And
that I think is exactly the right position for the United States, Europe and the West and other countries
to take. Your second part of that question, though, is a really important one. I would not allow Russia
back into the organizations that it has been a part of. I think there’s an upcoming G20 event later in the
year. I would not permit Russia to attend. And if they insisted on literally showing up, I would hope
there would be a significant if not total boycott.”
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Just a few weeks ago, Joe Biden attended a NATO summit, explaining that the current sanctions aren’t
meant to “deter.” This was the same time he revealed that food shortages were “real” and “the price of
these sanctions is not just imposed upon Russia, it’s imposed upon an awful lot of countries as well
including European countries and our country as well.”
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